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GOTHIC SIUNS, THE DOMAIN OF VERNER’S LAW AND THE
RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF GRIMM’S, VERNER’S
AND KLUGE’S LAWS IN GERMANIC
1. Introduction
In various articles published over the last two decades or so,
Frederik Kortlandt (1978, 1988, 1991; reaffirmed 1996, 2000), building
on his theory that the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) mediae were pre-
glottalized voiced stops (Kortlandt 1978 and more especially 1981,
1985)1 has claimed, contrary to the traditional view (e.g. Voyles 1992,
1 For detailed refutation of most of the arguments for this contained in
Kortlandt’s 1981 and 1985 papers, including demonstrations that the
preglottalization is secondary in Slavic and Sindhi, see Woodhouse
1996. A hint of the precariousness of Kortlandt’s preglottalic recon-
struction emerges when part of Kortlandt’s evidence for it, viz. the
gemination in Swedish skepp ›ship‹, vecka ›week‹, droppe ›drop‹
(Kortlandt 1988, p. 8; 2000, p. 7, 9) is temporarily hived off to support
n-gemination (Kortlandt 1991, p. 3). Other evidence allegedly attesting
preglottalization in Germanic (Kortlandt 1985, p. 195Ð197; 1988, p. 6Ð
8; 2000, p. 7 f.) represents instead various well known strategies for
shutting down or shutting off voice before the onset of a voiceless
stop. These strategies are not confined to Germanic and Armenian.
Preaspiration, e.g., is known in some Amerindian languages and in Gae-
lic (Henton/Ladefoged/Maddieson 1992, p. 68Ð70; Ladefoged/Maddie-
son 1996, p. 49). Closure of the glottis during the articulation of unaspi-
rated voiceless stops occurs in Hindi (Dixit 1979, p. 426 f.). Judging by
Hindi pam c/pa¯m c ›five‹, tı¯n ›three‹, ca¯r ›four‹, kaun ›who‹, these stops
go back to PIE tenues, not mediae. The English »glottal stop before
tautosyllabic voiceless plosive«, which Gimson (1962, p. 152) describes
as »increasingly typical of many types of British English« (suggesting
it is an innovation) is simply part of a general glottal preparation for the
laryngeal setting of the consonant. Before voiced or lenis consonants in
closed syllables this glottal preparation leads to lengthening of the
vowel (Gimson 1962, p. 147), which to my ear is often pronounced with
creaky voice similar to that heard before a glottalized voiceless stop
(Ladefoged/Maddieson 1996, p. 73) (on creaky voiced stops as descen-
dants of preglottalized stops or injectives, see Goblirsch 1999, p. 120).
Jones (1957, p. 154) describes English voiced consonants pronounced
finally after another consonant as voiced aspirates or as ejectives, but
I would hesitate to use that as evidence for conditions in PIE. On the
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p. 40; Mottausch 1999, p. 47), (1) that the redistribution of consonan-
tal quality on the basis of accentual context known as Verner’s law
preceded the rise of voiceless spirants in Proto-Germanic (PGm.),2
which is often, along with other processes, called Grimm’s law, and
(2) that the voiced (or lenis)3 spirants bÐdÐ gÐ were not a feature of
PGm. Since there appears to be little detailed discussion of these last
two conclusions of Kortlandt’s in the literature4 Ð and Bernard Mees
(personal communication 30/10/1998, p. 6) has even gone so far as to
say that »it is incumbent on [me] to demonstrate that there was no
early Verner vis-a`-vis Grimm, not [my] critics vice versa« Ð the inten-
tion of the remarks below is to offer a detailed assessment of
Kortlandt’s arguments.
My own conception is set out in Woodhouse 2000, p. 225, fn. 40,
based on arguments in Woodhouse 1995a, 1997, and 1998. Key points
are that Verner’s law split the voiceless spirants from Grimm’s law
into fortis and lenis varieties, the latter being originally voiceless but
subject to voicing because of their reduced stridency. Verner’s law
also split the inherited voiced obstruents into voiced implosives
(fortes) and spirants (lenes) and in principle split all other consonants
other hand those wishing to promote preglottalized asperae (preglottal-
ized ›mediae aspiratae‹) may feel some gratitude to Kortlandt for push-
ing the connection between injection and aspiration so hard.
2 Mottausch’s (1999, p. 61, fn. 40) apparent attribution of this belief to
me is due to computer error (exactly the same citation »Woodhouse
1995: 178 ff.« appears correctly in his Anm. 42). Note also that Mot-
tausch’s cross-reference here to Anm. 81 should read »Anm. 82«.
3 In what follows these will be conventionally termed ›voiced‹ since the
fortis/lenis distinction is used for a different purpose.
4 Mottausch (1999, p. 47, fn. 7) merely describes the grounds for
Kortlandt’s divergent views as »anfechtbar« without actually debating
them or indicating that any debate has taken place Ð Mottausch’s »ob-
servable trend« towards occlusivization, despite Sue¯vi > Sua¯bi, OHG
Sua¯ba¯ (cf. Braune/Mitzka 1961, p. 31) which seems specific to High
German, depends largely on what one starts with. Goblirsch (1999,
p. 118 f.) confines his remarks to the glottalic domain and lists
Kortlandt’s proposed Germanic reflexes of preglottalization without
comment, beyond referring, quite correctly, to the »nearly complete
lack of direct evidence in Germanic and the other branches of Indo-
European« Ð the key words here being »nearly complete« and »direct
evidence« Ð before finding the fact that preglottalized stops usually
have voiced reflexes »a point in favour of Kortlandt’s version of the
theory«, meaning, presumably, as it relates to PIE, certainly not to
Germanic.
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as well into fortis and lenis varieties with the same positional distribu-
tion deriving from the place of the PIE accent.
As will be shown, apart from the argument for voiced stops in
word-initial position, with which I am in principle in agreement,5 Kort-
landt’s arguments are all inconclusive except for his principal conclu-
sion based on Kluge’s law, which is untenable. In fact a partial return
to a form of Kluge’s formulation that also takes account of Lühr’s
(1988, p. 192Ð195) various concerns results in the provision of mate-
rial support (apparently, for the first time, cf. Goblirsch 1999, p. 126),
for the notion that Verner’s law affected more than just the reflexes
of the PIE tenues and *s.
2. Criticism of the arguments against the existence
of voiced spirants in Germanic
2.1. It is convenient to begin with Kortlandt’s (1988, p. 4 [point 6])
argument based on the final consonants of ON batt ›bound‹, helt
›held‹, Goth. haihald (a ghost word, according to Lehmann 1986,
p. 173 s.v. haldan Ð so better gastaistald ›acquired‹ [Neh. 5:16]), as
well as Goth. faifalþ ›folded‹ and ON fell (< *felþ). As it happens,
these items agree precisely with Moulton’s (1954, p. 40 [table 6]) re-
sults showing that immediately after nasal and /l/ the voiced dental
obstruent /d/ was a stop in PGm. (an observation that goes back to
Hermann Paul, cf. Goblirsch 1999, p. 128), while both voiceless coun-
terparts Ð stop and spirant Ð were possible in this environment. This
means, in the terms of my reconstruction, that whereas PIE */t/ was
spirantized in these environments, original PGm. /d/ remained a stop,
i.e. its lenition in these environments by Verner’s law did not lead to
spirantization.
Does this mean that there is now a problem with Verner’s law? No,
it does not. The voiceless spirant was originally lenited (not voiced)
5 A flaw in Mottausch’s (1999, p. 48Ð59) ingenious mechanism based on
leftwards relocation of pulmonic peak pressure to account for occlusi-
vization of the voiced spirants he and many others see as the direct
outcome of Grimm’s law is that it should, but does not, apply equally
to the voiceless spirants. Prokosch’s (1939, p. 58) contention that »pos-
sibly some very early Runic inscriptions indicate spirantic pronuncia-
tion« is a fiction: there is no indication; there is only the possibility of
interpreting Runic barutz and dagar how you will.
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by Verner’s law in these environments, in other words its friction was
considerably less strident than that of its nonlenited counterpart so
that when it began to be voiced in any particular morph (on the gradu-
alness of this process see Woodhouse 1998, p. 198, 204f.) it was per-
ceived and reproduced as a voiced stop in conformity with the pre-
vailing phonotaxis of the language.6
A glance at Moulton’s (1954, p. 40) table 6 shows that the postnasal
environment possessed this property for all three of the original PGm.
voiced stops (or four if the labiovelar is counted separately) all of
which remained stops in this environment. The same mechanism for
voicing with concomitant occlusivization by Verner’s law, as indicated
above for the dental, will apply to the labial and velar lenited spirants
in this environment as well. The extension of this property to the
dental obstruent in the post-/l/ environment is a special case resulting
from the apical contact characteristic of the lateral resonant.
The Germanic facts seem to speak for themselves, yet Kortlandt
has chosen to generalize the occlusion seen in these restricted envi-
ronments to every other environment. This makes it essential to indi-
cate the contemporary phonotactic support and a cross-linguistic par-
allel Ð at least for the inhibition of spirantization of postnasal voiced
stops.
First the phonotactics. Before any consonant shifting had taken
place in Germanic the combination N + voiceless spirant was already
well represented by the sequences /ns/, /ms/, e.g., Goth. ansts ›favour‹,
hansa ›band, cohort, multitude‹, uns ›us‹, OHG funs ›ready‹, gans
›goose‹, wunsken ›wish‹, unst ›storm‹, ams(a)la ›ousel‹, to which can
be added the pre-lenition forerunner of Goth. mins / minz ›less‹ and
its derivative *mensno´nom (Goth. minznan) ›decrease‹ together with
*memso´m (Goth. mimz) ›meat‹. For the sequence /ls/ there is at least
Goth. (acc. sg.) hals, NHG Hals, etc., ›neck‹. Thus the way was already
prepared for the development of voiceless spirants from the PIE
tenues in virtually all positions including postnasally and after /l/,
whereas there was no precedent for clusters of the type N + voiced
spirant until postnasal *s had become voiced in a relatively restricted
6 There is actually no need to invoke Verner’s law for the particular
examples dealt with in this section (cf., e.g., Lehmann 1986, p. 37 s. v.
and-stald; Kluge/Seebold 1989, p. 86 s. v. binden, 289 s. v. halten), but
there would be if, e.g., Goth. skuld (neut.) ›fitting, proper‹ (J. 18.31,
etc.) had been cited, assuming Streitberg (1920, p. 147 f.; 1928, s. v. sku-
lan) is correct in deriving its -d from PIE *-to´-.
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number of cases as a result of Verner’s law, e.g. in Goth. mimz ›meat›,
minz ›less‹, minznan ›decrease‹ (Streitberg 1963, p. 125; 1928, p. 95).
The cross-linguistic parallel is offered by historical Greek, where
there was a general spirantization of the voiceless aspirates and plain
voiced stops of Classical times, the change being inhibited after nasal
only in the case of the voiced stops (Thumb 1964, p. 18 f.). This is
probably because the spirantization of the Greek voiced stops was
due to loss of the occlusion by lenition; such a loss would be inhibited
by the occlusion of a contiguous nasal. The voiceless spirants, on the
other hand, developed from voiceless aspirates by assimilation of the
aspiration to the occlusion, resulting no doubt in affrication before
the occlusion was generally abandoned. The parallel with Germanic
regarding the origin and the distribution of the two sets of spirants is
thus relatively close.7 A further factor contributing to this phenome-
non in both Germanic and Greek may be that the auditory difference
between stop and spirant following homorganic nasal is so much
greater when both stop and spirant are voiceless than when both are
voiced, which in turn may be a function of the greater rate of airflow
possible when voice is not being produced.
A word is necessary at this point concerning the precise nature of
the lenited voiced stops in these clusters. They may not have been
phonetically implosives (though such clusters are possible, e.g. in Ma-
sai and Werizoid, see Woodhouse 1997, p. 387, fn. 36). Indeed implo-
sion may have been given up in all clusters of asperae with resonants
once the clusters of PIE mediae with resonants had devoiced (as in,
e.g., PGm. *þank(i)ja- ›think‹, cf. Latin tongeo¯ ›know‹, etc.). The pre-
cise role of Verner’s law with respect to the aspera clusters would
then be to reimpose implosion on the fortis clusters and, in conjunc-
tion with the voicing of the contiguous resonant, to maintain the voic-
7 The principal differences arise in Germanic: viz., the special treatment
of word-initial position and the fact that lenition of that voiced stops
was accent-driven and affected the voiceless spirants as well. Since
the Classical Greek tenues become mediae when following a nasal, the
preservation of the Classical mediae in the same position is actually
signalled by a change of spelling, e.g. Classical κλυ´µω > κλυ´µπω
(both with [-mb-]) ›I swim‹, Classical δε´νδρν > δε´ντρ (both with
[-nd-]) ›tree‹, vs. ε γγι´ω (with retained [-ηg-]) ›I touch‹ (Thumb 1964,
p. 15) beside Modern Greek α µφια´λλω [amfiva´lo] ›I doubt‹, α νθ-
δει´ [anθoδoc¸ı´o] ›flowerpot‹, ε γειρι´ση [eηc¸irı´si] ›delivery, opera-
tion‹, ε γω´ [eγo´] ›I‹.
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ing of the lenis clusters. Otherwise the latter would have become
liable to devoicing, as happened to geminated voiced stops formed
during this period (see also 3.2 below, where further evidence and
argument is presented for a closer bond between the consonants in
lenited clusters than in fortis clusters).
The above arguments support the conclusion that the final stops of
ON batt, helt, Goth. »haihald«, gastaistald represent a well known
development in specific environments, and cannot therefore be taken
as indicative of the general situation in other, unrelated environments.
2.2. Kortlandt (1988, p. 4 [point 4] = 1978, p. 112) alleges that the
simplest way to account for the difference in the preterite suffixes
in ON (pret.) deilda ›divide‹ and valdÐa ›choose‹, etc., is to assume
intervocalic spirantization of an assumed stop *d (stage 3 below) be-
tween successive processes of syncope of the original *i of the suffix
(stages 2 and 4). Equally simple on paper, however, since it requires
the same number of steps, is the assumption of postconsonantal oc-
clusivization of an assumed spirant *dÐat the same chronological point
(stage 3). Cf.:
Stage Kortlandt’s scheme Traditional scheme
1. *dailido¯, *walido¯ *dailidÐo¯, *walidÐo¯
2. *däildo¯, *walido¯ *däildÐo¯, *walidÐo¯
3. *däildo¯, *walidÐo¯ *däildo¯, *walidÐo¯
4. deilda, valdÐa deilda, valdÐa
But that is not the end of the story. The traditional scheme in my
interpretation is actually simpler because the on-paper occlusivization
between stages 2 and 3 must fall during the Verner period just dis-
cussed (2.1 above) when the sequence **ldÐ was phonotactically im-
possible. Consequently this is not a separate development but an auto-
matic consequence of the prevailing phonotaxis. Stages 2 and 3 can
therefore be collapsed into a single stage, so that my interpretation
requires only the following three stages against Kortland’s four:
1. *dailidÐo, *walidÐo¯ (Verner lenition);
2. *däildo¯, *walidÐo¯ (syncope and phonotaxis);
3. deilda, valdÐa (later syncope).8
8 Alternatively, with the appropriate change of outlook, Kortlandt’s four
stages may be regarded as valid if the appearance of the spirant in
stage 3 is taken to be the result of Verner’s law itself. This leads essen-
tially to the same result vis-a`-vis simplicity: Verner’s law is then, pace
Kortlandt, a late process of lenition during which intervocalic voiced
stops are spirantized. Thus the separate process of spirantization re-
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Consequently this phenomenon offers no support at all for Kortlandt’s
theory.
2.3. The next of this group of arguments advanced by Kortlandt
(1988, p. 4 [point 5], 5 [point (1)]; cf. 1978, p. 112f. [point 10]) in fact
identifies another environment in which PGm. /d/ was not lenited to
spirant by Verner’s law but remained a stop (on the precise nature of
this stop see 2.1 above), namely when followed by contiguous /r/.9
Consequently, following the phonotactic principle established above
(2.1), the eventual result of Verner’s law was to replace the original
voiceless dental spirant of (dat. sg.) *faþri ›father‹ with the voiced
dental stop yielding *fadri, which therefore retained its dental to par-
ticipate in the later Norse shift of *dr > dÐr, orthographic ·þÒ in feþr. On
the other hand the intervocalic voiceless dental spirant in *hwaþar-´
›which‹ and *fiþu´r- ›four‹, after lenition and voicing, remained a spi-
rant, i.e. *dÐ, which later »was lost before r when the intervening vowel
was syncopated« (Kortlandt 1988, p. 4).
The example with original PGm. */d/, ON veþr, may illustrate the
same rule of phonotaxis, although as I have indicated elsewhere
(Woodhouse 2000, p. 224, fn. 39) the comparative evidence indicates
root accent for this word, i.e. the occlusive realization of its medial
dental is doubly guaranteed. Consequently it was not subject to syn-
cope.
As to the probable Celtic loan ON leþr, it is unclear what point
Kortlandt intends to make with it. Since the word appears to be im-
mune from the voicing effects of Verner’s law in High German and
English (cf. OHG ledar, leder, MHG leder, OE ledÐer, OFris. lether) it
presumably had fortis voiceless spirant in PGm., and this was never
subject to loss before contiguous /r/. Hence it survived in the ON word
where it underwent subsequent voicing.
2.4. Finally in this group we examine ON enn ›still‹ beside endr
›again‹, OHG enti ›earlier‹, etc. (Kortlandt 1988, p. 5 [point 2]) and find
quired by Kortlandt’s scheme is redundant. Once again the number of
separate processes required to account for the data is reduced by one
in my interpretation compared with Kortlandt’s.
9 Cf. unaffricated /t/ in the cluster /tr/ in OHG tretan ›step tread‹, triuwa
›truth‹, etc. Since I am not aware that this is regarded as »offensichtlich
das Ergebnis einer späteren Entwicklung« I do not see any foundation
for Mottausch’s (1999, p. 47) proclamation in these terms regarding the
nonspirantization of PGm. voiced stops in the other contexts dealt with
above; nor, for that matter, why it should apply in the case of PGm.
*dr.
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there is little to say. Kortlandt has correctly identified the difference in
consonantism between the two as being due to a difference of accent
between different members of the paradigm inherited by PGm. (cf.
Frisk 1960, p. 113f. s.vv. α ντα, α ντι´; Chantraine 1968, p. 91 f., s. v.
α ντα). But whereas end-r, enti, etc., can be successfully derived from
loc. sg. antı´ via replacement of lenited voiceless spirant by voiced
stop after nasal (2.1 above), the analogy Kortlandt invokes to explain
the vocalism of enn beside *o¸nn < acc. sg. *a´nþu does not strike me
as being well known in Norse, cf. familiar members of paradigms such
as (nom. sg.) skjo¸ldr : (gen. sg.) skjaldar : (dat. sg.) skildi ›shield‹;
(nom./acc. pl.) negl : (gen. pl.) nagla : (dat. pl.) no¸glum ›nails‹; (nom.
sg.) fadÐir : (acc./gen. sg.) fo¸dÐur : (dat. sg.) fedÐr ›father‹ (Gordon 1957
[1962], p. 287 f.).
It is curious that Kortlandt (1988, p. 9, fn. 4; 1996, p. 54) is prepared
to find an unnecessary early retraction of accent in Gothic to account
for several peculiarities in that language,10 but cannot allow the atti-
tudinal word enn ›still‹ and its cognate endr ›again‹ to represent an
intra-Germanic, semantically driven, prosodic alternation between in-
novative *a´nþi and inherited *anþı´, when evidence for the validity of
such an alternation can be found in other attitudinal expressions, e.g.
in the partial prosodic differentiation of the idiomatic meanings of
English after all: oxytone after a´ll = ›as we know; as you can see;
don’t you agree?‹, etc., vs. variable after a´ll/a´fter all = ›as it turned
out despite indications to the contrary‹, cf.:
After a´ll, you never know when you might need it. (Don’t you
agree? [. . .])
beside:
That’s a relief: we didn’t need it a´fter all/after a´ll. ([. . .] as it turned
out.)
10 Although oddly enough by 1996 Kortlandt no longer regards this retrac-
tion as explaining the peculiarities of Verner’s law in Gothic; nor is it
clear why the geminates generated in Kortlandt’s stage (4) are elimi-
nated in Gothic by the stress retraction in stage (5); nor if the stress
retraction in Gothic converts *z into a phoneme why this phoneme
reverts to s in (pret.) gakusun, (participle) gakusans, (inf.) nasjan,
afdrausjan, hausjan, laisjan, etc. (Suzuki 1994, p. 218 f.); nor why in
North-West Germanic loss of distinctive voicing converts *z into r and
not back into **s: surely the development to r must have already been
completed before loss of distinctive voicing.
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None of this alters the fact that the forms are fully accommodated
within my theory of Germanic obstruent development, and thus do
not demonstrate the need for the radical reform proposed by
Kortlandt.
3. Kluge’s law
3.1. The comprehensive treatment by Rosemarie Lühr (1988) of the
much debated rise of voiceless geminates in PGm. has convinced
Kortlandt (1991, p. 1) that the preferred formulation of the phenome-
non is that of Friedrich Kluge (1884, p. 168Ð174) and that conse-
quently the name »Kluge’s law« should be revived for it. Kluge’s for-
mulation sees the gemination as the result of the assimilation of the
n of an accented n-suffix to any immediately preceding obstruent dur-
ing the interval between Verner’s law and the Grimm’s law devoicing
of the mediae inherited from PIE. Both Lühr and Kortlandt find prob-
lems with Kluge’s formulation within a traditional framework of Ger-
manic obstruent development.
3.2. Lühr (1988, p. 192), questioning the failure of PGm. *sekwnı´- to
undergo gemination by Kluge’s law, resulting instead, via *segÐwni-, in
Goth. siuns ›appearance, sight, vision‹, etc.11 (cf. *sekw- ›see‹), doubts
the wisdom of retaining the accent condition indicated above (3.1).
Lühr’s reasoning is as follows. If the accent condition is correct then
Kluge’s law must be dated after the PIE tenues had yielded voiced
spirants and after the labiovelar voiced spirant had become Gothic
/w/ = u in siuns, etc., by which time, Lühr feels, the old PIE style
of accent can no longer be guaranteed to operate in Germanic. This
conclusion is reinforced by Lühr’s (1988, p. 194f.) belief that n-assimi-
lation is not an appropriate characterization of the development, cit-
ing *Cn > Nn in Latin (where C and N are homorganic (e.g. *swopno-
> somnus ›sleep‹), and that a viable alternative is found in the process
whereby Old Indic CR > Middle Indic CC (e.g. Skt. svapna > Pali
soppa ›sleep‹) allegedly via *CCR, as spellings like Skt. aggni- (for
11 The attested senses are: ›ability to see‹ (L. 4.19, etc.); ›(adopted) shape
or form, outward appearance‹ (L. 3.22, etc.); ›outward or superficial
appearances‹ (J. 7.24); ›ecstatic, etc., vision; apparition‹ (L. 1.22); ›field
of view or vision, purview‹ (L. 1.11), all but the first of which empha-
size ›something seen‹ rather than the act of seeing, which means that
the etymology must rank as impeccable.
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agni-) are held to show. This leads Lühr to date Kluge’s law to the
period following the Grimm devoicing of the mediae.
Lühr’s input for Kluge’s law thus comprises voiceless stops as well
as voiced spirants, which I think is correct. What is wrong is Lühr’s
assumption that the doubling should require consonants of a certain
minimum strength, since, as she admits, this forces Lühr to the a pri-
ori unlikely conclusion that the Germanic voiced spirants were
stronger than the voiceless spirants. This conclusion is made even
more unlikely by the fact that it contradicts the Verner principle, i.e.
these so called ›weaker‹ voiceless spirants, together with the other
obstruents not subject to gemination, are the fortes left behind by
Verner’s law, while the allegedly ›stronger‹ n-geminated consonants
are the remains of the Verner lenes. Moreover, the cited Latin assimi-
lation need not be decisive for Germanic Ð it represents after all a
progressive assimilation of the stop to the nasal, which is not what
Kluge specified (see 3.1 above).
Clearly Kluge’s law can be reformulated in descriptive terms thus:
the Verner fortes maintain their separateness from the contiguous
nasal, which would also be fortis (see 1. above; Woodhouse 1998,
p. 217f.); the lenes, in contact with a lenis nasal, do not. It therefore
seems probable that a fortis obstruent followed by contiguous fortis
n remained the final of the accented syllable it had belonged to, i.e.
was separated from the nasal by syllable boundary. A lenis obstruent
followed by contiguous lenis n, on the other hand, may have become
the onset of the following accented syllable or, more probably, the
lenis cluster itself was shared as an indissoluble whole between the
two syllables.12 This led to a two-way assimilation: the nasal acquired
the place of articulation of the obstruent and the obstruent adopted
the oral occlusion of the nasal if it was a voiced spirant. If the ob-
struent was a voiceless lenis stop it may have adopted something of
the voicing of the nasal and become a voiced lenis stop.
John Stewart (1989, p. 230Ð238) has described voiced lenis stops
in Kwa, a Niger-Congo language. These stops make the auditory im-
pression of being intermediate between the plain voiced stop and the
12 Something of the kind has been proposed to account for the very com-
mon situation in English where an old geminate has yielded a simplex
after a short vowel. E.g., in bottom the first syllable has to be bot-, since
underlying **/bo/, with a short vowel, is impossible as an independent
syllable in English, yet the second syllable seems to be -tom /tm/, thus
the simplex t belongs simultaneously to both syllables.
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homorganic nasal stop and they are cross-linguistically less marked
and more stable than their voiceless counterparts. These properties
would seem to make them likely continuants of voiceless lenited
stops in stop-plus-nasal clusters. And since they are articulated with
less muscular tension and lower oral cavity air pressure than the for-
tis stops, their voicing would appear to be less energetic, which would
make them likely candidates for devoicing when the lenition was
given up. Stewart himself proposes that these stops be reconstructed
for the PIE mediae specifically to account for their development into
the Germanic tenues. It seems likely then that the continuants of both
kinds of lenited obstruents in these obstruent-plus-nasal clusters
were, at least for a time, voiced lenis stops.
In the chronological table below, however, I have, for reasons of
typographical simplicity, symbolized the immediate products of the
gemination of the new Germanic tenues with the underdotted voiced
symbols usually reserved for voiceless lenes. In the case of the spi-
rants I have also allowed for a period of transition from a plainer kind
of voiced stop to the voiced lenis, since they were also located in a
leniting environment.
The next stage was presumably loss of nasality in these clusters,
followed by devoicing, which in my conception can have been part of
an ongoing application of Grimm devoicing.13 The reason for this is
that my chronology (Woodhouse 2000, p. 225, fn. 40; table 1 below)
already specifies that the fortis asperae remain implosives (thus act-
ing to devoice new plain voiced stops entering the system)14 until
after Verner voicing is completed.15
13 Denton (2000), basing herself on the results of experiments in articula-
tory phonetics, appears to suggest the devoicing may have been via
spontaneous fortitioning rather than true gemination.
14 This incidentally is the explanation of the stops in Goth. Kreks < Grae-
cus [grekus] ›Greek‹. The initial plain voiced stop /g/ shifts partly be-
cause of the implosives in the system, partly because Gothic ears are
still more sensitive to the lack of implosion than the presence of voice.
The medial /k/ does not shift because the PIE tenues have completed
their shift to spirants and the system possesses a /k/ which, apart from
aspiration in some areas, survives intact in most varieties of Germanic
to the present day. Consequently, this item does not prove spirant pro-
nunciation of Goth. /g-/ (pace Goblirsch 1999, p. 130; Mottausch 1999,
p. 74; etc.).
15 It will be remembered that the persistence of these implosives until
this point was originally specified to take care of dialectal alveolarity
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Table 1. A chronology of the consonantal developments treated
Stage Asperae Mediae Tenues Event
I D´ /ND´ D/ND T/NT PIE
IIa D´ /ND´ D/ND Th/NTh Grimm begins
IIb D´ /ND´ D/T? Th/NTh
III D´ /ND T/NT */N* plain ND
IV D´ /DÐ T/D */DÐ Verner begins
ND´/ND NT/ND N*/NDÐ
V D´/DÐ T/D */DÐ /DÐ Verner voicing begins
ND´/ND NT/ND N*/NDÐ /ND
VI w/ngw kw/g˙w w/Æ˚w/w *gÐw > w
VIIa D´ $n/DÐn T$n/D n *$n/DÐ $n/DÐn Kluge begins
VIIb D´ $n/DÐN T$n/D N *$n/DÐ $n/DÐN Kluge nasal assimilates
VIIc D´ $n/DN T$n/D N *$n/DÐ $n/DN Kluge occlusivization
VIId D´ $n/D N T$n/D N *$n/DÐ $n/D N Kluge lenis levelled
VIIe D´ $n T$n *$n/DÐ $n
D N/D D D N/D D D N/D D Kluge gemination begins
(Gothic migration begins)
VII f D´ /DÐ T/D */DÐ Verner completed
VIIIa D´n/D D Tn/D D *n/D D gemination ends
VIIIb D´ /TT Tn/TT *n/TT lenition finally lost
IX D´ /D´ /DÐ [a] T */D´ /DÐ ƒreshuffle of voiced obstruents
D/DÐ /DÐ [d] T */DÐ /DÐ ¥(Grimm dialectally completed)
X D/D/DÐ [a] T */D/DÐ ƒGrimm finally completed
D/DÐ /DÐ [d] T */DÐ /DÐ ¥(i.e. by loss of implosion)
Notes on the table: D´ = implosive, D = plain voiced stop, T = plain voice-
less stop, Th = aspirated voiceless stop, * = voiceless spirant, DÐ = voiced
spirant, D = lenis T or D, DÐ = lenis *, N = homorganic nasal, $ = syllable
boundary, [a] = alveolarity vs. [d] dentality of apical stops.
The first stage in this scenario Ð the elimination of the syllable
boundary between lenis obstruent and nasal Ð no doubt took place
while the PIE accent was still operative and thus came hard on the
heels of the Verner lenition. In the case of spirants the two-way assimi-
lation probably only took place when the spirant was, or had become,
voiced.
on apical stops resulting from the post-Verner reshuffle of voiced ob-
struents (Woodhouse 1998, p. 218 f.).
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The final stage of Kluge’s law should probably be placed chronologi-
cally after the development of initial-syllable stress, more or less as
Lühr suggests, and near the start of the Gothic migration (which
comes before the end of Verner voicing),16 because most of the devel-
oping Kluge material in Gothic did not survive this upheaval.17 Finally
Lühr (1988, p. 192) has pointed out that the output of Kluge’s law does
not merge with the product of *-mn- > *-bÐn-, which is found in Gothic
as well. This presents no problem since nothing prevents the transi-
tion of Kluge *bÐn to *bm from being completed before *mn > *bÐn.
3.3. Kortlandt (1991, p. 2 f.) claims that attempts to account for the
processes involved in Kluge’s law are »unsatisfactory« if it is assumed
that the input for the law includes spirants. In Kortlandt’s view the
chief difficulty here is: how to account for the devoicing of the gemi-
nates by Grimm’s law if Grimm’s law was also required to produce
the spirants in the first place. The arguments presented above (3.2)
have overcome this difficulty and shown that Lühr’s principled inclu-
sion of the prototype of Goth. siuns invalidates Kortlandt’s interpreta-
tion of Kluge’s law and thus destroys the most solid foundation
16 It is important to note that this date is connected with the end of
Verner voicing in Gothic, not its beginning in Germanic. Thus there
should be many examples of Verner voicing in runic inscriptions before
this date, particularly if the items so affected are attested with voicing
in Gothic as well, such as Runic un-wod-(i)z ›der Unwütige‹ (Ga˚rdlösa
fibula, c. AD 200; Krause 1966, 1, p. 35) beside Goth. wods, (acc.) wo-
dan ›crazy, possessed‹. Another case in point is represented by the
suffix in Runic laþo¯du ›invitation‹ beside that in Goth. wratodum ›jour-
ney‹, both no doubt with accented o-grade of the root, so that whether
or not one believes in the Voyles/Kortlandt theory of early stress retrac-
tion in East Germanic (Voyles 1992, p. 41Ð44; on Kortlandt’s versions
see 2.4 and fn. 10 above) the consonantism of the Gothic word must
be the result of Verner’s law and was simply left untouched by Thurn-
eysen’s.
17 The only secure Gothic example seems to be þairko ›hole‹ beside
þairh ›through‹. Lühr (1988, p. 192, 249) seems inclined to include
skatts ›money, coin‹ < *skadÐ/tna- (my deceased friend Albert Speirs
used to hint at a connection with Eng. scad ›a large number or quan-
tity‹, especially in the plural in the phrase scads of money) and a hypo-
thetical *hwapp- < Greek καπν´ς ›smoke, mist‹ in Goth. afapjan
(trans.) ›choke‹, afapnan (intrans.) ›id.‹, all of which may or may not
attest a domain of Kluge in Gothic extending slightly beyond the PIE
tenues. If it does not, then it is doubtful whether much weight should
be placed on this statistically feeble fact. For some opinions as to why
Gothic has no verbs with gemination see Fagan (1989, p. 54).
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Kortlandt has been able to construct for his proposition that Verner’s
law preceded the Grimm spirantization of the PIE tenues.18
4. Conclusion
Thus none of Kortlandt’s arguments for Verner’s law to be re-
ordered before tenuis spirantization by Grimm’s law is compelling.
Naturally I do not claim that this constitutes proof that Verner’s law
postdated Grimm’s spirantization of tenues. I do, however, claim:
(1) that Lühr has shown that Kluge’s law postdates both Verner’s law
and the Grimm spirantization; consequently Kortlandt’s scheme
needs to be rethought;
(2) that my chronology provides unforced answers to all the problems
raised in this connection by both Lühr and Kortlandt;19
(3) that »before r« is a new environment in which PGm. */d/ was not
spirantized by Verner’s law; it is to be added to »after l« (for */d/)
and to »after nasal« for the voiced stops in general;
(4) that if most of the stages of Kluge’s law required the fortis/lenis
distribution of obstruents that was the reflex of the PIE accent,
and not the presence of the PIE accent itself, this constitutes proof
that Verner’s law applied to all three of the original series of Ger-
manic obstruents, a proposition that has hitherto lacked material
support;
18 It is curious that Kortlandt himself did not notice this: his 1991 paper
is, after all, replete with such irrelevant information as the numbers of
footnotes and pages of bibliography to be found in Lühr’s 1988 mono-
graph. Incidentally, Kortlandt’s (1991, p. 3) sentence: »After Verner’s
law had ›das Gebiet der tönenden Verschlußlaute erweitert‹ (as Kluge
put it)« must be a slip of the pen: Kluge’s (1884, p. 174) phrase refers
to the operation of his own law, not Verner’s, as is clear from Kort-
landt’s correct quotation of the context on the first page of the same
paper (1991, p. 1).
19 It may or may not be an advantage that in my interpretation the Grimm
spirantization of the PIE tenues and devoicing of the PIE mediae, the
Verner lenition and the onset of Kluge’s law all predate the onset of
attested dialectal differentiation within Germanic, whereas Voyles
(1992, p. 39, 41Ð44) has Kluge and Verner postdating divergent pro-
sodic developments in East Germanic, while Kortlandt (1988) appears
to have Verner’s, Grimm’s and Kluge’s laws all postdating these East
Germanic developments, unless his laconic statement there (p. 9, fn. 4)
is intended to be the equivalent of his precisely indicated 1996 scheme
in which only Grimm’s law takes place after the breakup of Germanic.
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(5) that since under Kluge’s law an n retains or loses its independence
from a contiguous obstruent in exactly the same way as the ob-
struent behaves with respect to the n, there are grounds for claim-
ing this as evidence of accent determined fortition/lenition of n as
well, thus expanding the Verner principle beyond the confines of
the obstruents.
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